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B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

First Year – First Semester 

Part – I – LANGUAGE FRENCH 

(Common for all UG) 

(2016/2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Comment allez-vous traduire en Français : 

(a) English 

(b) French 

2. Comment allez-vous traduire en anglais : 

 (a) Grammaire 

 (b) Nom 

3. Qu’est-ce que le Français? 

4. Quelle est la différence entre l’anglais et le Français 

5. Deux types de lettre commerciale? 

6. Qu’est-ce quine lettre? 

7. définir la communication? 
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8. Type de communication? 

9. Ecrivez en Français.  

 (a) 100 

 (b) 200 

10. Ecrivez en anglais : 

 (a) Quarante 

 (b) Cinquante 

 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) Présentez votre famille en Français. 

Ou 

 (b)  Parler de vois loisirs en Français. 

12. (a) Écrire des jours dans une semaine en Français. 

Ou 

 (b)  D’ecrire votre ville natale.  

13. (a) Traduire les articles indéfinis an anglais : 

  (i) un garçon 

  (ii) des garçons 

  (iii) une fille 

  (iv) un homme 

  (v) une femme 

 Ou 
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 (b)  Traduire les articles définis en anglais : 

  (i) Lepére 

  (ii) le Frére 

  (iii) la mére 

  (iv) l’homme 

  (v) l’oiseau 

14. Remplir les banques avec le, la, l’et les : 

 (a) (i) ––––––––––– hommes 

  (ii) ––––––––––– oreille 

  (iii) ––––––––––– femme 

  (iv) ––––––––––– filles 

  (v) ––––––––––– garcon. 

Ou 

 (b) (i) ––––––––––– sœur  

  (ii) ––––––––––– père 

  (iii) ––––––––––– mère 

  (iv) ––––––––––– frères 

  (v) ––––––––––– horloge 

15. Lister les signes en français : 

 (a) (i) .      

  (ii) ,    

  (iii) ;    

  (iv) :    

  (v) ?    

Ou 
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 (b) (i) -      

  (ii) –    

  (iii) “ ”     

  (iv) ( )    

  (v) !    

 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16. (a) D’ecrivez l’autre fête que vous savez. 

Ou 

 (b)  D’ecrivez votre journée 

17. (a) Formater une lettre de congé 

Ou 

 (b)  rédiger une lettre d’excuse. 

18. (a) Écrire l’alphabet en français. 

Ou 

 (b)  Écrire les nombres de 1 á 20 en Français 

———————— 
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B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

First Year – First Semester 

Part I – Hindi 

STORY, NOVEL, GRAMMAR AND TRANSLATION 

(Common for all U.G. Degree Courses) 

(2016 to 2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 I§S> - H$ (10  2 = 20) 

g^r àíZm| Ho$ CÎma g§jon _| {b{IE& 

1. ào_MÝX Ho$ CnÝ`mgm| _| {H$Ýht Mma H$m Zm_ {b{IE& 

2. bhZmqgh Zo ~moYmqgh H$mo H¡$go ~Mm`m? 

3. _mohZbmbOr _hVm "{d`moJr' H$m g§{já n[aM` Xr{OE& 

4. H$m¡Z {H$g Ho$ {b`o Š`m àm`píMV H$aVm h¢? 

5. CX`^mZwbmb H$mo {H$gZo _ma S>mbm Am¡a Š`m|? 

6. ^wdZ_mohZ {gÝhm H$m g§{já n[aM` Xr{OE& 

7. H¥$îUm H$m g§{já n[aMV Xr{OE& 

8. ^mbMÝÐ {gÝhm H$m g§{já n[aM` Xr{OE& 
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9. qbJ {H$go H$hVo h¢? CZHo$ {H$VZo àH$ma h¢? 

10. dMZ H¡$go H$hVo h¢? CZHo$ {H$VZo àH$ma h¡? 

 I§S> - I  (5  5 = 25) 

g^r àíZm| Ho$ CÎma Xr{OE& CÎma g§jon _| hmo& 

11. (a) bmb {~hmar H$m g§{já n[aM` Xr{OE& 

(`m) 

 (b)  "àm`píMÎm' H$hmZr H$s erf©H$ H$s gmW©H$Vm na {dMma H$s{OE& 

12. (a) "CgZo H$hm Wm' Bg H$hmZr _| H$m¡Z {H$ggo Š`m H$hm Wm? 

(`m) 

 (b)  nm±M {_ZQ> H$s _wbmH$mV _| Jmonmb Zo ~m~yOr go Š`m H$hm? 

13. (a) VmoVmam_ Ho$ gmW {Z_©bm H$s emXr {H$g hmbV _| hþB©? 

(`m) 

 (b)  {O`mam_ Zo AmË_hË`m Š`m| H$s? 

14. (a) {g`mam_ {H$gHo$ gmW ^mJ J`m Am¡a Š`mo§? 

(`m) 

 (b) H$ë`mUr Am¡a CX`^mZwbmb Ho$ ~rM _| PJS>m Š`m| hþAm? 

15. (a) "H$maH$' {H$go H$hVo h¢? CZHo$ ^oXm| H$mo CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE&  

(`m) 

 (b) g§km {H$go H$hVo h¢? CZHo$ ^oXm| H$mo CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE& 
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 I§S> - J (3  10 = 30) 

{H$Ýht VrZ àíZm| Ho$ CÎma Xr{OE& CÎma {dñVma go hmo& 

16. (a) H$hmZr H$bm Ho$ VËdm| Ho$ AmYma na "CgZo H$hm Wm' H$hmZr H$m gmam§e 
{b{IE& 

(`m) 

 (b)  "{Z_©bm' H$m M[aÌ-{MÌU H$s{OE& 

17. (a) "{Z_©bm' CnÝ`mg _| {M{ÌV gm_m{OH$ g_ñ`mAm| na {dMma H$s{OE& 

(`m) 

 (b)  gd©Zm_ {H$go H$hVo h¢? CZHo$ ^oXm| H$mo CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE& 

18. (a) A§J«oμOr _| AZwdmX H$s{OE& 

  AŠga b‹S>Ho$ AnZo go ~‹S>m| H$s ZH$b H$aVo h¢& ~MnZ _| b‹S>Ho$ A{YH$ 
g_` _mVm-{nVm Ho$ nmg ahVo h¢& Bg{bE do CZH$s AÀN>mB`m| Am¡a 
~wamB`m| H$m AZwH$aU H$aZo bJVo h¢& `h _mZr hþB© ~mV h¡ {H$ AÀN>mB© H$s 
Anojm ~wamB© H$m AZwH$aU bmoJ AmgmZr go H$aVo h¢& Omo ~mV ~MnZ go 
b‹S>Ho$ grI boVo h¢, AmJo MbH$a dhr AmXV ~Z OmVr h¡& Bg{bE Omo 
AnZo ~mb-~ƒm| H$m M[aÌ {~Jm‹S>Zm Zht MmhVo, CZH$mo Mm{hE {H$ do 
IwX ^r AÀN>m AmMaU H$a|& {ejm H$m Agbr CÔoí` M[aÌ H$m {Z_m©U 
hr h¡& 

(`m) 

 (b) H¥$îUm H$m M[aÌ-{MÌU H$s{OE& 

———————— 
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B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022.  

First Year / First Semester 

Part – I 

uªÌaö\®ö©õÈ²® uªÇºPÎß £ß•PzvÓÝ® 

(Common for all U.G. Degree Courses) 

(2016 to 2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 £Sv A  (10  2 = 20) 

AøÚzx ÂÚõUPÐUS® Âøh¯ÎUPÄ®. 

1. Kmk{ø» ö©õÈ GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

2. uªÈß ö\®ö©õÈz uSvPøÍa \õßÖPÐhß GkzxU Põmi 

ÂÍUQ¯Áº ¯õº? 

3. ö\®ö©õÈ uSvö£ØÓU Põ¨¤¯[PÒ TÖP. 

4. uøÇ Bøh Gß£öußÚ? 

5. PÇÀ GßÝ® AoP»ß £søhPõ»zvÀ C¸¢uø©US 

C»UQ¯a \õßÖ JßÖ PõmkP. 

6. SøP PõÂ¯[PÒ £ØÔU SÔ¨¦øμUP. 

7. PÎ©s ]Ø£[PÒ £ØÔU TÖP. 

8. £søhU Põ»zvÀ Põn¨£mh Áõo£¨ ÷£õUSÁμzx 

•øÓPÒ CμsiøÚU _mkP. 

9. ©¸¢xPÍõÀ ö£¯ºö£ØÓ Cμsk AÓ¡ÀPÒ u¸P. 

10. Â¸¢÷uõ®£À SÔzu ÁÒÐÁ›ß ]¢uøÚ JßøÓz u¸P. 

Sub. Code 
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 £Sv B  (5  5 = 25) 

AøÚzx ÂÚõUPÐUS® Âøh u¸P. 

11. (A) C¢v¯a ö\®ö©õÈPÒ £ØÔ GkzxøμUP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) uªÌa ö\®ö©õÈ C»UQ¯[PÒ Á›ø\¨£kzv 

AzuSv ö£ØÓø©UPõÚa Põμn[PøÍ _¸UQ 

ÂÍUSP. 

12. (A) |h»õøh , £mhõøhU SÔzu C»UQ¯¨ £vÄPøÍz 

u¸P. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) BøhUS® £s£õmiØS® EÒÍ öuõhº¦ SÔzx 

GkzxøμUP. 

13. (A) Põ¨¤¯[PÒ Põn»õS® AoP»ßPÒ £ØÔ¯ 

£vÄPøÍz u¸P. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) ö£sPÒ Ao²® AoP»ßPÍõP C»UQ¯[PÒ ÁÈ 

AÔ¯¨£kÁÚÁØøÓa \õßÖhß u¸P. 

14. (A) C»UQ¯[PÒ ÁÈ AÔ¯»õS® ]Ø£UPø» SÔzx 

GkzxøμUP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) PmhhUPø»US® Põ¨¤¯[PÒ \õßÖPøÍ 

GkzxøμUP. 
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15. (A)  £søh C»UQ¯[PÒ ÁÈ AÔ¯¨£k® ©¸zxÁU 

SÔ¨¦PøÍz u¸P. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) £søhz uªÌ ©UPÒ ÷£õØÔ¯ Â¸¢÷uõ®£ø» 

Â›zxøμUP. 

 £Sv C  (3  10 = 30) 

AøÚzx ÂÚõUPÐUS® Âøh u¸P. 

16. (A) uªÈß ]Ó¨¦PøÍ²®, Auß C»UQ¯ ÁÍø© 

SÔzx® Pmkøμ ÁøμP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) uªÌa ö\®ö©õÈ ¡ÀPÎß uÛzußø©PøÍ ÂÍUQ 

Bμõ´P. 

17. (A) Bøh ÁøPPøÍ C»UQ¯a \õßÖ Põmi Â›zxøμUP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) uªÇºPÎß AoP»ß £¯ß£õk SÔzxU PmkøμUP. 

18. (A) Cø\UPø» SÔzxa ö\®ö©õÈa C»UQ¯U £vÄPÒ 

\õßÖhß ÂÍUQ²øμUP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) C»UQ¯[PÒ ÁÈ AÔ¯»õS® £s£õk £ÇUP 

ÁÇUP[PÒ £ØÔU Pmkøμ ÁøμP. 

———————— 
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Common for all U.G. B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE 
EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

First Year/First Semester 

English  

Part II – ENGLISH PROSE AND COMMUNICATION 
SKILLS  

(2016 to 2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. What is vocational education? 

2. What it is it that Indira Gandhi does not demand? 

3. What did Stevenson ride on? 

4. What was the boy’s reaction to the punishment? 

5. What was remarkable about Ernest Thompson Seton’s 
Wild Animals I have Known? 

6. What are the tree visions that Sarojini Naidu talks of? 

7. He ____________ my uncle yesterday. (Use correct form of 
verb) 

8. Define Noun. 

9. Seenu is a boy ____________ poor family. (use appropriate 
preposition) 

10. ____________ you like to have tea or coffee? (Use correct 
auxiliaries)  

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions, choosing either (a) or (b). 

11.  (a) Write a short note on how to attain Excellence I 
education emphasized by Livingstone. 

Or 

 (b)  Substantiate Indira Gandhi’s view that the youth 
are the backbone of India. 

12.  (a) What is the usefulness of forming habits? 

Or 

 (b) How does the teacher try to repair the damage done 
and with what result? 

13.  (a) What books did Margaret Atwood enjoy reading? 

Or 

 (b) What does Sarojini Naidu say about the vision of 
patriotism? 

14.  (a) Write a short note on types of sentences. 

Or 

 (b) Fill in the blanks using Present Perfect Continuous 
Tense: 

  (i) The ____________ (work) all day. 

  (ii) He eyes were red because she ____________ 
(cry). 

  (iii) She ____________ ( sing) upto that morning. 

  (iv) They ____________ (wait) for her since 8 0’ 
clock. 

  (v) Mani ____________ (read) this book for the 
past three hours. 
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15.  (a) Write the correct sentence pattern. 

  (i)  I finished the work. 

  (ii) She worked in a reputed company. 

  (iii) Our headmaster Sideline was a lending 
library. 

  (iv) They made David Chairman of the Rotary 
Club. 

  (v) We wish you happy new year. 

Or 

 (b) Fill in the blanks using appropriate Prepositions: 

  (i) He came ____________ the office ____________ 
a big hurry.  

  (ii) We drove ____________ the store. 

  (iii)  Four armed men held ____________ the bank. 

  (iv) We finally lived ____________ that incident. 

 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16.  (a) What, according to Livingstone, are the essentials of 
education? 

Or 

 (b) Write an essay on personality of Indira Gandhi as 
revealed in her speeches. 

17.  (a) What are Gardiner’s views on the desirability or 
otherwise of forming habits? 

Or 

 (b) Write an essay in 500 words about the relationship 
between the rich student and the poor teacher. 
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18.  (a) Write an essay on present tenses. 

Or 

 (b) Fill in the blanks with correct preposition. 

  Nehru was called  ____________ to say a few words 
____________ the occasion ____________ the 
assassination ____________ Gandhi ____________ an 
utter sense ____________ shame, Nehru expressed 
his regret ____________ the failure out country 
____________ give protection ____________ the life 
____________ this great man, as well as that 
____________ many an innocent man, woman and 
child. 

 
———————— 



  

C–5672   

B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Second Year — Second Semester 

Part 1 — FRENCH  

(Common for all UG Degree courses) 

(2016 to 2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Que savez-vous du français ? 

2. Trouvez les réponses : 

 (a) Comment tu t’appelles ? –––––––––– 

 (b) Comment allez-vous ? –––––––––– 

3. Dites les nombres : 

 (a) les filles dans la classe : –––––––––– 

 (b) les garçons dans la classe : –––––––––– 

4. C’est quoi les accents ? 

5. Quels sont les trois types d’accents ? 

6. C’est quoi les articles ? 

7. Types d’articles ? 

Sub. Code 
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8. Types de pronoms. 

9. La monnaie de la France est : 

10. Le drapeau français est : 

 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. Donnez les mots français : 

 (a) (i) Hello : 

  (ii) Good Morning : 

  (iii) Good Evening : 

  (iv) Fine Thank You : 

  (v) How are you ? : 

Ou 

 (b) (i) See You Tomorrow : 

  (ii) What is Your Name : 

  (iii) Goood Afternoon : 

  (iv) Excuse Me : 

  (v) Madam : 
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12. Ecrivez les nombres suivants en chiffres : 

 (a) (i) seize : 

  (ii) dix-neuf : 

  (iii) douze : 

  (iv) neuf : 

  (v) treize : 

Ou 

 (b) (i) cinq : 

  (ii) quinze : 

  (iii) vingt : 

  (iv) onze : 

  (v) quatre : 

13. Ecrivez les nombres en lettres : 

 (a) (i) 39 - 

  (ii) 46 - 

  (iii) 41 - 

  (iv) 64 - 

  (v) 25 - 

Ou 
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 (b) (i) 62 - 

  (ii) 70 - 

  (iii) 53 - 

  (iv) 48 - 

  (v) 37 - 

14. Ecrivez le nomdes couleurs en français : 

 (a) (i) Black : 

  (ii) White : 

  (iii) Rose : 

  (iv) Blue : 

  (v) Grey : 

Ou 

 (b) (i) Green  

  (ii) Yellow  

  (iii) Violet  

  (iv) Purple  

  (v) Orange.  

15. (a) Décrivez votre mère en 5-6 lignes.  

Ou 

 (b) Décrivez votre famille.  
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 Part C (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16. Give the French Equivalent for the following countries.  

 (a) (i) England →  

  (ii) Africa →  

  (iii) America →  

  (iv) China →  

  (v) Egypt →  

  (vi) Iran →  

  (vii) India →  

  (viii) France  →  

  (ix) Italy →  

  (x) Rome 

Ou 

 (b) (i) Dubai →  

  (ii) Muscut →  

  (iii) Norway →  

  (iv) Switzerland →  

  (v) Mascow →  

  (vi) Singapore →  

  (vii) Spain →  

  (viii) London →  

  (ix) Paris →  

  (x) Japan →  
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17. (a) Ecrivez dix noms de Legumes en Français. 

Ou 

 (b) Ecrivez n’importe quel nom de dix fruits en 
Français.  

18. (a) Presentez - vous en français.  

Ou 

 (b) Décrire une station de montagne en français.  

 

—————— 
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U.G. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Second Year – Second Semester 

Part I – Hindi 

HINDI II – PROSE, GRAMMAR AND TRANSLATION – II 

(Common for all UG Degree courses) 

(2016/2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

g^r àíZm| Ho$ CÎma g§jon _| {b{IE& 

1. d¡km{ZH$ `wJ _| ^maV H$m Xm{`Ëd Š`m h¡? 

2. K¥Um Am¡a ^` _| Š`m gå~ÝY h¡? 

3. a{O`m Zo boIH$ H$mo nhbr _wbmH$mV _| Š`m| à^m{dV {H$`m? 

4. _H«$sb Ho$ dmVmdaU na àH$me S>m{bE& 

5. ^«_U Ho$ {bE ZŠeo go Š`m _XX {_bVr h¡? 

6. amï´>{nVm _hmË_m Jm±Yr nmR> H$m boIH$ H$m¡Z h¡ Am¡a `h nmR> {H$g {dYm H$s aMZm 

h¡? 

7. {H$gr {dXoer H$mo ^maV AZoH$ Xoem| H$m g_yh Š`m| àVrV hmoVm h¡? 

8. K¥Um H$m g_mO _| Š`m _hËd h¡? 

Sub. Code 
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9. boIH$ Zo a{O`m H$mo ApÝV_ ~ma {H$g ê$n _| XoIm? 

10. "~hVm nmZr {Z_©bm nmR> H$m {ZîH$f© Š`m h¡'?  

 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

g^r àíZm| Ho$ CÎma Xr{OE& 

g§X^© g{hV ì`m»`m H$s{OE& 

11. (a) h_mar gm_y{hH$ MoVZm Eogo Z¡{VH$ AmYma na R>har hþB© h¡, Omo nhmXm| go ^r 

_O~yV, g_wÐmo§ go ^r Jhar Am¡a AmH$me go ^r A{YH$ ì`mnH$ h¡& 

(`m) 

 (b)  {Og dñVw H$m OrdZ _| BVZm _yë` h¡, Cgo {e{Wb hmoZo XoZm, AnZo nm±d 

_| Hw$ëhm‹S>r _maZm h¡& 

12. (a) {\$a Oam-gm éH$H$a ~mobr-gwZm Wm, Amn `ht ahVo h¢& H$hm± ahVo h¢ 

_m{bH$? _¢ Vmo AH$ga Am`m H$aVr hÿ±& 

(`m) 

 (b)  _oao gwI H$mo ~m±Q>Zodmbm H$moB© Zht, Bg{bE dh {dH$mg Z `m, Vrd« Xmh 

~Z OmVm h¡& 

13. (a) ""OZm~, AnZm ~mo[a`m-{dñVa g_o{Q>E Am¡a Oam MbVo-{\$aVo ZOa 

AmB`o''& `h AmnH$m An_mZ Zht h¡& 

(`m) 

 (b)  Ohm± {ó`m| H$mo dhr A{YH$ma h¡ Omo nwéfm| H$mo, `h _oao ñdßZm| H$m ^maV h¡& 
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  ì`mH$aU : 

14. (a) "Zo' {d{Y H$m à`moJ g_PmBE& 

(`m) 

 (b) dV©_mZH$mb Ho$ ^oXm| H$mo CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE& 

15. (a) ^yVH$mb Ho$ ^oXm| H$mo CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE& 

(`m) 

 (b) ^{dî`V²H$mb Ho$ ^oXm| H$mo CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE& 

 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

{H$Ýht VrZ àíZm| H$m CÎma Xr{OE& 

CÎma {dñVma go hmo& 

16. (a) "^maVr` g§ñH¥${V' nmR> H$m gmam§e {b{IE& 

(`m) 

 (b)  "~hVm nmZr {Z_©bm' nmR> H$m gmam§e {b{IE& 

17. (a) {H«$`m {deofU {H$g H$hVo h¢? AW© Ho$ AZwgma BgHo$ {H$VZo ^oX h¢? 

CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE& 

(`m) 

 (b)  H$maH$ {H$go H$hVo h¢? CZHo$ ^oXm| H$mo CXmhaU g{hV g_PmBE& 
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18. (a) {hÝXr _| AZwdmX H$s{OE&  

  One day Prince Siddhartha was playing in the 
palace-garden. He saw some wild swans flying in 
the sky. He loved these fine birds very much. 
Suddenly one of the swans dropped down form the 
sky and fell at his feet. there was an arrow in its 
side. Blood was coming out of its body. The prince 
felt very unhappy. He took the arrow out of the bird 
gently. He puts some green leaves on the wounded 
part. 

(`m) 

 (b)  King Dasaratha had three queens, Kausalya, 
Kaikeyi and Sumithra. Rama was the son of the 
eldest queen Kausalya, Bharata was the son of 
Kaikeyi; while Sumitra had two sons, Lakshmana 
and Sathrughna. Lakshmana was devoted to Rama 
and was always in his company; while Sathrughna 
was specially devoted to Bharatha. The four 
brothers lived in great friendship, and the three 
younger brothers worshipped their eldest brother 
Rama. 

———————— 
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Common for B.Sc./B.B.A DEGREE EXAMINATION, 
APRIL2022 

Second Year / Second Semester 

Common for all U.G. Degree Course 

Part – I C»UPn•®, £øh¨¤»UQ¯•® 

(2016-2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

£Sv A 

                       K›¸ Á›PÎÀ Âøh u¸P.  (10  2 = 20) 

1. ö©´ö¯ÊzxUPÎß ÁøPPøÍU TÖP. 

2. Eh®£kö©´ GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

3. •.÷©zuõ Guß‰»® Gøu²® Aøh¢xÂh •i²® 

GßQÓõº? 

4. øÁμ•zxÂß Âøua÷\õÍ® PÂøu°ß Ai|õu©õP 

ÂÍ[SÁx ¯õx? 

5. A÷\õPªzμß ‘£ÒÎ°À J¸ |õ´USmi’ GÚa _mkÁx ¯õx? 

6. ‘u¢øu ©PÝUS BØÖ® |ßÔ’ GßÝ® ]ÖPøu°ß P¸ ¯õx? 

7. Cøn¯ •PÁ› GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

8. Cøn¯ CuÌPÒ Cμsiß ö£¯ºPøÍa _mkP. 

9. ¦xUPÂøu EzvPÐÒ CμsiøÚU TÖP. 

10. uªÌa ]ÖPøuPÎß •ß÷Úõi Gx? AuøÚ GÊv¯Áº 

¯õº? 

Sub. Code 
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 £Sv B  (5  5 = 25) 

J¸ £UP AÍÂÀ Âøh u¸P. 

11. (A) ö©õÈ •uö»¾zxUPøÍ GÊxP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) \õºö£ÊzxUPÎß ÁøPPøÍU TÖP. 

12. (A) ¦zuP\õø» |õmiÀ HØ£kzx® ©õØÓ[PÍõP¨ 

£õμvuõ\ß TÖÁÚÁØøÓ ÂÍUSP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) «μõÂß PÂøu EzvøPÍ ‘\õPõuÁõÚ®’ PÂøu 

öPõsöhÊxP. 

13. (A) ¦μõnzøu¨ ¦v¯ Ps÷nõmhzvÀ £øhzxU Põmk® 

¦xø©¨¤zuÛß ÷£õUøP ÂÍUSP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) Aºa\øÚ ¹£õ´ ]ÖPøu°À S.£.μõ. öÁÎ¨£kzx® 

ÁõÌÂ¯À Esø©ø¯ GÊxP. 

14. (A) ªßÚg\À •PÁ› E¸ÁõUS® •øÓ SÔzöuÊxP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) uªÌ ÁÍºa]z xøÓ°ß Cøn¯uÍ® £ØÔ GÊxP. 

15. (A)  ©μ¦UPÂøu GßÓõÀ GßÚ? ÂÍUSP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) ]ÖPøu ÁiÁ® SÔzöuÊxP. 
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 £Sv C  (3  10 = 30) 

Pmkøμ ÁiÂÀ Âøh u¸P. 

16. (A) ö©õÈ°Öv GÊzxUPøÍ ÂÁ›. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) ÁÀ¼Ú® ªS® Ch[PøÍz öuõSzxøμUP. 

17. (A) ]ÖPøu°ß ÷uõØÓ•® ÁÍºa]²® SÔzxU PmkøμUP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) ªß¡»P[PÒ uªÌ ÁÍºUS® £õ[øP ÂÁ›. 

18. (A) “©Ûu÷|¯® ÷£õØÖ÷Áõ®” GßÝ® uø»¨¤À PÂøu 

C¯ØÖP. 

(AÀ»x) 

 (B) _ØÖa`Çø»¨ ÷£quÀ GßÝ® P¸øÁ ø©¯ªmk 

]ÖPøu £øhzvkP. 

   

   

———————— 



 

  

C–5674   

B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Second Year/Second Semester 

Common for all UG Degree Courses 

Part II – ENGLISH - PROSE, EXTENSIVE READING 
AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

(2016 to 2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Kalam is proud of having worked with three great men. 
Who are they? 

2. What kind of society did we have in the pre-war period? 

3. What are the two ways in which science benefits man? 

4. Why does Nehru regard Gandhi as the sun? 

5. What experiences do students in schools and colleges 
have in arguing? 

6. What was the agreement between Bob and Jimmy twenty 
years before, when they parted? 

7. How did the Quick man explain it away? 

Sub. Code 
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8. What did the stranger want to know? 

9. What are the types of adjective clause? 

10. What is Sub-ordinate Conjunctions? Give example. 

 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) What does Kalam say about the passivity of 
Indians? 

Or 

 (b) What are the contradictory views of Plato on the 
artist’s role in society? 

12. (a) How does Nehru reconciles himself with Gandhi’s 
death? 

Or 

 (b) What is Lynd’s conversion to socialism and 
nationalism? 

13. (a) How does the true friendship reflect in After Twenty 
Years? 

Or 

 (b) How did the conjuror take his revenge on the Quick 
Man? 

14. (a) How did the father test the skills of his sons? 

Or 

 (b) How do Phrase help in making of Simple sentence? 
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15. (a) Jot down the changes/ rules while transforming the 
Exclamatory sentences of Direct speech into 
Indirect speech. 

Or 

 (b) Write a paragraph on the ‘Formation of Positive and 
Superlative Degrees’. 

 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16. (a) Write an essay on Kalam’s three visions. 

Or 
 (b) What does Holt say about ballet training? What 

does he deduce from it? 

17. (a) How are the two friends contrasted? 

Or 
 (b) Elucidate how the conjuror’s tricks and the Quick 

Man’s deflationary comments for it. 

18. (a) What are the kinds of Conjunctions? Explain in 
detail. 

Or 
 (b) What are the Degrees of comparison? Explain with 

examples. 

——————— 

 



  

C–5675   

B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Third Semester 

Part II — ENGLISH — COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS 

(Common for all U.G. Degree Courses) 

(2016 to 2018 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Mention two barriers to communication. 

2. Give two examples for negative gestures. 

3. What are homonyms? Give an example. 

4. Replace the infinitives in the given sentences with 
gerunds: 

 (a) Bheema loves to eat. 

 (b) Sandhya’s hobby is to make dolls. 

5. Choose the right adjectives to fill in the blanks: 

 (a) There isn’t –––––––––– milk, left in the fridge. 
(much/many) 

 (b) Karkuzhazhi is a –––––––––– girl. (handsome/ 
beautiful) 

6. Choose the right prepositions to fill in the blanks: 

 (a) The discussion was –––––––––– politics.(on/ about) 

 (b) Isai is junior –––––––––– Arun. (than/to) 

Sub. Code 
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7. What is primary stress? 

8. What are the kinds of intonation? 

9. What is SQ3R? 

10. What is scanning? 

 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) Write briefly on the ways of challenging the barriers 
of communication. 

Or 

 (b) Define communication and mention the types of 
communication. 

12. (a) Distinguish between active voice and passive voice 
with examples. 

Or 

 (b) What are phrasal verbs and prepositional phrases? 
Give examples. 

13. (a) Write briefly on unnecessary articles and 
prepositions with examples. 

Or 

 (b) Put the adverbs in the given sentences in the right 
position: 

  (i) Jenny cries without sometimes a reason. 

  (ii) Selvi comes often early to office. 

  (iii) The lark sings in the morning happily. 

  (iv) Do not forget regularly to take your medicines. 

  (v) Dr. Salim Ali lovingly spoke to his students. 
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14. (a) Distinguish between primary and secondary stress 
with examples. 

Or 

 (b) Use appropriate intonation symbols for the given 
expressions. 

  (i) Where do you live? 
  (ii) Thanks, my friend, 
  (iii) Are you happy? 
  (iv) What a beautiful picture! 
  (v) God is love. 
15. (a) Write a paragraph on the characteristics of good 

handwriting. 
Or 

 (b) Write briefly on the mechanics of hand-writing. 
 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 
16. (a) Write in detail on the kinds of verbal and  

non-verbal communication. 
Or 

 (b) Frame questions to suit the following responses: 
  (i) There are twenty- nine states in India 
  (ii) May is the hottest month in our country. 
  (iii) I would like to have some coffee. 
  (iv) Raji is my friend. 
  (v) Kodai is my favourite tourist location. 
  (vi) My mother is a doctor. 
  (vii) This chair costs Rs. 500. 
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  (viii) Rithika works in a dance school. 
  (ix) Ameer’s father is a famous poet. 
  (x) The Quran is the holy book of the Muslims. 

17. (a) Identify the sentences as simple, compound and 
complex: 

  (i) I believe that God exists. 
  (ii) Seeing the snake, Ravi shouted. 
  (iii) Tell me the truth and you won’t be punished. 
  (iv) He worked, while I sang. 
  (v) When Shree came in, Gautam was playing the 

piano. 
  (vi) Pravin and Valli are working on a new project. 
  (vii) The bird cannot fly unless it has wings. 
  (viii) Rahul loves dancing, therefore he has joined a 

dance school. 
  (ix) Nikil hates garlic, but his mother forces him to 

eat it. 
  (x) Being slim and agile, Krishil climbs the mango 

tree easily.  

Or 
 (b) How are nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs often 

confused? Explain in detail and give examples. 

18. (a) Write an essay on ‘the importance of reading’. 

Or 
 (b) Write in detail on vowel and consonant sounds. 

——————— 

 



  

C–5676   

COMMON FOR ALL U.G. DEGREE COURSES 
B.Sc./B.B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Fourth Semester 

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS  

(2016 to 2018) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10 × 2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. What is meant by telephone etiquettes? 

2. What are the different types of interview? 

3. Mention few techniques for formal letter writing. 

4. What are the key elements for writing resume? 

5. Why do we great people / others? 

6. What is meant by review writing? 

7. What are the different types of composition? 

8. How do we develope our creative competency? 

9. What is meant by non-verbal communication? 

10. How does personal appearance help non – verbal 
communication? 

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5 × 5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) What are the different ways to express our 
opinions? 

Or 

 (b) Write a short note on techniques of interview. 

12. (a) Describe the steps to be followed while filling a 
bank challan. 

Or 

 (b) What are the steps to be followed to write a resume? 

13. (a) What are the different types of greetings? Write 
short note on it. 

Or 

 (b) Write a short note on developing topic sentences 
into paragraph. 

14. (a) Write a paragraph on controlled composition. 

Or 

 (b) Write a note on different steps to develope creative 
competency. 

15. (a) Write a short note on different types of non-verbal 
communication. 

Or 

 (b) What are the uses of visual aids? 
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 Part C  (3 × 10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16. (a) Describe in detail on interview skills and its 
techniques. 

Or 
 (b) Write a letter to your father about your health 

issues at the hostel 

17. (a) Write a short note on the following 
(i) Note-making. 
(ii) Note-taking. 

Or 
 (b) Prepare a report of your annual project. 

18. (a) Write an essay on different kinds of composition. 

Or 
 (b) Write an essay on merits and demerits of visual 

aids. 

——————— 

 



  

C–5655   

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Second Semester 

Aircraft and Maintenance Science 

APPLIED PHYSICS 

(2016 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. What is thin film? 

2. State Brewstar’s law for reflection. 

3. Write down Sabine formula and Define reverberation 
time. 

4. Define population Inversion. 

5. Define Miller Indices. 

6. What are Newton rings? 

7. Define length contraction. 

8. What is holography? 

9. List out types of optical Fibres. 

10. State Meissner effect. 
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 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions.  

11. (a) Explain in detail plane parallel thin films. 

Or 

 (b) Write a short note diffraction grating. 

12. (a) Explain in detail dispersion in Nicol Prism. 

Or 

 (b) With neat sketch explain the Lorentz 

transformations. 

13. (a) Briefly explain reverberation theory. 

Or 

 (b) Write a short note: Non Destructive Test. 

14. (a) Describe in detail Ruby laser. 

Or 

 (b) Define total internal reflection and explain the 

propagation of light through a fibre cable. 

15. (a) Write a short note: Superconductivity. 

Or 

 (b) Write a short note: Crystal defects. 
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 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions.  

16. (a) Explain in detail, how you will calculate the Miller 
Indices of the crystalline structures. 

Or 

 (b) What is meant by radiative and non-radiative 
transitions? With neat illustration explain in detail 
semiconductor laser. 

17. (a) Derive Sabine’s formula for a Hall and let your 
suggestions about acoustic materials. 

Or 

 (b) Explain in detail Fraunhofer diffraction using single 
slit method. 

18. (a) With neat illustration explain in detail inertial and 
non inertial frame of reference. 

Or 

 (b) Explain the principle and working of recording and 
re-recording of Holography technique. 

 

—————— 



  

C–5656   

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Second Semester 

Aircraft Maintenance Science 

PRINCIPLE OF ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRONICS 
CIRCUITS 

(2016 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Define resistor. 

2. Compare inductance with capacitances. 

3. What is intrinsic semiconductor?  

4. What is a transistor? 

5. Write a note on classification of amplifier. 

6. Write a feature of power amplifier. 

7. What is an oscillator? 

8. What is clap oscillator? What is its practical merit? 

9. What are the important characteristics of OP-AMP? 

10. Define the term logic gate. 

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) What is the principal difference between adjustable 
and variable resistors? 

Or 

 (b)  Describe the time constant for capacitors. 

12. (a) What is a P-N junction? Explain clearly its 
properties. 

Or 

 (b)  Explain the difference transistor configuration. 

13. (a) Derive an expression for the effect of Class B power 
amplifier. 

Or 

 (b)  Draw the circuit for a push pull amplifier and  
discuss its working. 

14. (a) Explain Berkhausan criterion for sustained 
oscillations. 

Or 

 (b) Discuss the relative merits and demerits of the 
different types of oscillators. 

15. (a) Explain briefly about half adder with their 
expression, truth table. 

Or 

 (b) Describe working principles of radio transmission. 
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 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16. (a) For a JFET having gm = 6mS at Vgs = –1V, find the 
value IDSS, if Vp = –2.5 V. 

Or 

 (b)  Give IDSS  = 9mA and Vp = –3.5 V. find ID, when  
(i) Vgs = 0, (ii) Vgs = –2 V, (iii) Vgs = –3.5 V  
(iv) Vgs = –5V 

17. (a) What reason will you assign for higher conversion 
effect of class B amplifier as compared to class A 
amplifier? 

Or 

 (b)  Explain with necessary diagram, the operation of 
Hartley oscillator. 

18. (a) Draw and explain the performance characteristics 
of SCR. 

Or 

 (b)  State and verify De Morgan’s theorems. 

———————— 



  

C–5661   

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Fourth Semester 

Aircraft Maintenance Science 

THERMODYNAMICS 

(2016 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Define Internal Energy. 

2. What is the significance of Mass balance equation in 
SFEE? 

3. Define Specific Heat at Constant Pressure. 

4. What is ideal gas equation and its importance? 

5. List out the types of Air-conditioning. 

6. Write the few characteristics of refrigerant. 

7. What is the difference between Otto cycle and Brayton 
cycle? 

8. What is the purpose of intercooler in multistage 
compression? 

9. Define Newton’s third law of motion. 

10. Write few advantages of turbo-propeller engine. 

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) Write short notes on “Law of conservation of 
Momentum”. 

Or 

 (b) Derive SFEE equation, and application compressor. 

12. (a) What is called refrigeration cycle and write the 
C.O.P of refrigerator? 

Or 

 (b) Write short notes on ‘Refrigerants’. 

13. (a) State the Avogadro’s law and its importance. 

Or 

 (b) Derive the equation of “Entropy change of an ideal 
gas”. 

14. (a) What is polytrophic process and its importance?  

Or 

 (b) Write short notes on “Volumetric Efficiency of 
reciprocating compressor? 

15. (a) Write short notes on Crankshaft of reciprocating 
engine. 

Or 

 (b) Write the difference between closed and open cycle 
gas turbines. 
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 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions.  

16. (a) List out the points to be remember regarding heat 
transfer and work transfer. 

Or 

 (b) Prove that, Energy a property of a system. 

17. (a) Derive the efficiency of Diesel Cycle. 

Or 

 (b) Write short notes on : 

  (i) Enthalpy  

  (ii) Energy of an Isolated System? 

18. (a) Calculate the minimum volume of air required to 
burn one Kg of coal having the following 
composition by weight 

  C = 72.4%, H2 = 5.3%, N2 = 1.81%, O2 = 8.5%, 
moisture = 7.2 % and S = 0.9%, ash = 3.9%. 

Or 

 (b) Explain the thermodynamic analysis of 
reciprocating compressor. 

——————— 



  

C–5662   

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

Fourth Semester 

Aircraft Maintenance Science 

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS AND COMPASS 

(2016 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Define dynamic counter display. 

2. What is circular scale? 

3. Write down the features of vertical speed indicator. 

4. Define stall. 

5. What are the types of gyroscope? 

6. Define slip indicator. 

7. Write the function of RPM indicator. 

8. What is the principle of pressure gauges? 

9. Write the law of magnetism. 

10. What is compass scale? 

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) Describe the operation principle of an LCD. 

Or 

 (b) Explain the difference between quantitative and 
qualitative displays. 

12. (a) Explain the principle of pitot pressure measurement 

and how the 
2
1 2V . 

Or 

 (b) Explain the stall warning system. 

13. (a) Describe how pitch and roll attitudes are displayed 
by a gyro horizon. 

Or 

 (b) Explain the principle and operation of artificial 
horizon. 

14. (a) Describe how the capacitance principle is applied to 
the measurement of fuel quantity? 

Or 

 (b) Explain in details about engine pressure ratio 
indicator. 

15. (a) Define the two principal errors that can occur in the 
readings of a compass under aircraft operating 
conditions. 

Or 

 (b) Describe the construction of a typical direct reading 
compass. 
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 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions.  

16. (a) Describe the operating principle of LED with neat 
sketch. 

Or 

 (b) With the aid of a simple diagram, describe the 
construction of a combined pitot and static pressure 
sensing probe? 

17. (a) Describe how a rate gyroscope may be utilized to 
sense both banking and rate of turn? 

Or 

 (b) Describe about the terrestrial magnetism. 

18. (a) Explain the principle and operation of mach meter. 

Or 

 (b) Describe the Altitude Alerting. 

 

————— 



  

C–5663   

B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022. 

Fourth Semester 

Aircraft Maintenance Science 

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE AND SYSTEMS 

(2016 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. List four types of station numbers. 

2. What is a failsafe feature in a aircraft construction? 

3. Name the primary control surfaces. 

4. How does a controllable trim tab differ from a fixed tab? 

5. What is the purpose of the follow up differential 
mechanism in a nose wheel steering system? 

6. What is the purpose of an inflation cage? 

7. What are the fluids used in aircraft hydraulic system? 

8. What are the contaminations happening in hydraulic 
fluids generally? 

9. Name the fuel system indicators. 

10. What are the three types of fuel? 

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11.  (a) Discuss about the transport aircraft wing 
construction. 

Or 

 (b) Explain the following 

  (i) Center section 

  (ii) Pressure web 

  (iii) Empennage. 

12.  (a) Write about the primary control surfaces and its 
location in aircraft and axis of control with suitable 
diagrams. 

Or 

 (b) How the roll control is achieved. Explain with 
suitable diagram. 

13.  (a) Discus about hulls and float with suitable diagram. 

Or 

 (b) Explain following: 

  (i) Truck 

  (ii) Drag link 

  (iii) Side brace link 

14.  (a) Explain about Hydraulic Power-driven Pump 
System. 

Or 

 (b) Explain about the pressure relief valves. 
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15.  (a) Explain in detail about cross feed for four engine 
aircraft fuel system. 

Or 

 (b) Discuss about the fuel contamination control 
system. 

 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16. (a) Explain in detail about the aircraft fuselage types 
with suitable diagram. 

Or 

 (b) Explain about the procedure of the control surface 
balancing. 

17.  (a) Write in detail about types of landing gear with 
suitable sketch. 

Or 

 (b) Explain about following: 

  (i) Properties of hydraulic fluid (3) 

  (ii) Types of hydraulic fluid (2) 

  (iii) Contamination of hydraulic fluid (3) 

  (iv) Filter   (2) 

18.  (a) What is the purpose of the check valves? Explain 
about its types. 

Or 

 (b) Explain about following: 

  (i) Gravity feed system 

  (ii) Pressure feed system. 

 
———————— 



  

C–5666   

Common for all UG B.Sc./B.B.A  
DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2022 

First Year/ Second Semester 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

(2016 onwards) 

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all questions. 

1. Define Nature. 

2. Name any two non - renewable energy resources. 

3. What is conflicts? 

4. Define overgrazing. 

5. Write a note on sustainable life style. 

6. What is Mega Diversity? 

7. Define Hot spot. 

8. What is Eutrophication’? 

9. Make a note on noise pollution. 

10. What is pollution? 

Sub. Code 
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 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all questions. 

11. (a) Give an account on the importance of environmental 
studies. 

Or 

 (b) How do you make public awareness on 
environmental issues? Explain. 

12. (a) Write about the future problems upon over 
utilization of ground water. 

Or 

 (b) How the modern agriculture practices affects the 
quality of food resources? Explain. 

13. (a) Give a detailed account on the problems in using 
fertilizer and pesticides on environment. 

Or 

 (b) Write a note on the concepts of ecosystem. 

14. (a) Explain the energy flow in a forest ecosystem. 

Or 

 (b) Briefly explain the value of Biodiversity. 

15. (a) What are the major threats to the Biodiversity? 
Explain. 

Or 

 (b) How do you document an environmental issue 
during the field visit? Explain. 
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 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer all questions. 

16. (a) Give an account on utilization of renewable and non 
renewable energy resources. 

Or 

 (b) Discuss on the use of alternate energy resources for 
the future of the nation. 

17. (a) Describe the in-situ and ex-situ method of 
Conservation of biodiversity. 

Or 

 (b) Give a detailed account on the status of Biodiversity 
at National and Global levels. 

18. (a) Explain the control measures of Water pollution. 

Or 

 (b) Write in detail about hazards of radiation raised 
from Nuclear wastes. 

——————— 

 


